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“A hero is an ordinary individual who finds the strength to
persevere and endure in spite of overwhelming obstacles”
~ Christopher Reeve
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Letter From the Editor
By: J. Neven-Pugh
There are some who would say there is no such
thing as a ‘hero’; that to declare a person ‘heroic’ is to
either exaggerate the good or overlook the faults of their
traits and actions. However, if we base the term on
Christopher Reeve’s idea that “a hero is an ordinary
individual who finds the strength to persevere and
endure in spite of overwhelming obstacles”, then it is
safe to say that such role models do exist. As well,
heroes can be seen as the people to whom we look up to;
thus, although they may not face traditionally
‘overwhelming’ obstacles such as warzone conflict or
personal adversity, they nevertheless inspire admiration
through their work and character. It is on these
definitions that this newsletter’s theme is based.
In this issue, The Gault Press looks at notable
figures connected to Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light
Infantry. These individuals have inspired others in
various ways, both on large and individual scales.
Princess Patricia, for instance, was the namesake and
original Colonel-In-Chief of the Regiment, passionately
supporting PPCLI until her death in 1974. Her wedding
on 27 February 1919 garnered mass media and public
attention due to her popularity in Britain and Canada;
her dress and train are on display at the PPCLI Museum
in honour of this event. During the First World War,
Sergeant Robert Spall was awarded the Victoria Cross
for protecting his platoon during a counter-attack;
meanwhile 43 “other” Original soldiers fought for a
country that was not their place of birth. Finally,
personal accounts reflect on soldiers serving both on
and off the traditional Front, and the importance of
their work.
Whether you see heroism as an exemplary,
fictional ideal, or as a trait which can be found in
ordinary individuals, I hope you appreciate the
inspiring examples set by the figures within these pages.
Sincerely,
The Editor
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~ 21 February 1919~
Wreath of Laurel

Conflict: First World War
Where: Landsdowne Park,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Significance: Princess
Patricia presented the
Wreath of the Laurel to
PPCLI 21 February 1919 for
their courage and sacrifice
during the First World War.
Persons of Note: the
Originals, Agar Adamson,
Andrew Hamilton Gault,
Princess Patricia
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Celebrate the Centennial of the PPCLI Homecoming
~ 19 March 2019 ~
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Princess Patricia
By: Myrna Adamec
Princess Patricia was the youngest
daughter of Prince Arthur Duke of
Connaught, the third son of Queen
Victoria. Her mother was Princess
Louise Margaret of Prussia.
She was born on 17 March 1886 at
Buckingham Palace and was christened
Victoria Patricia Helena Elizabeth. Her
first two names are for her grandmother
Queen Victoria, and Patricia for Saint
Patrick, the saint day on which she was
born. Informally she was known as
Patsy.
She came to Canada with her
family when her father, the Duke of
Connaught, was Canada’s Governor
General from 1912 - 1916. Her mother
became ill and she acted as hostess at
Rideau Hall, the Governor General’s
home. She became known for her simple
natural manners, which were in contrast
to the usually stiff etiquette of Royalty.
She was a Lady of the Imperial
Order of the Crown of India, member of
the Royal Order of Victoria and Alberta,
and a Dame of Justice of the Order of St.
John of Jerusalem. She was also
awarded the Canadian Forces Decoration in recognition of her services to the
Canadian Army and to PPCLI in particular.
As the gathering storm of the First World War appeared on the horizon in
August 1914, Captain Andrew Hamilton Gault offered $100,000 of his own money to
finance a new regiment as part of Canada’s overseas war effort. He and LCol Francis
Farquhar asked Princess Patricia if she would give the new troops her name and she
agreed. Princess Patricia was appointed Colonel-in-Chief of the Regiment on 22
February 1918 and she retained that title until her death in 1974. She also designed
and made the first colours for the Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry: the
Ric-A-Dam-Doo.
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“ Our Rik-a-dam-doo [sic], pray what is that?
‘Twas made at home by Princess Pat
‘Tis Red and Gold and Royal blue
That's what we call our Rik-a-dam-doo ”
-PPCLI Regimental Song
Hamilton Gault and Princess Patricia
inspected the newly-formed regiment in
Ottawa, prior to the PPCLI’s voyage to
Europe to fight in the First World War.
At 32 years of age she married The
Honourable Sir Alexander R.M. Ramsay,
GCVO, KCB, DSO, R N, a commoner who was
her father’s former aide. The wedding was on
27 February 1919. She voluntarily
relinquished her titles and became known as
Lady Patricia Ramsay. However, she
remained a member of the British Royal
Family. They had one son, Alexander. At her
wedding at Westminster Abbey, the first
royal wedding there in 600 years, the
Princess Patricia and Major Worthington
Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry
skating at Rideau Hall, 1914
band played.
Princess Patricia played an active role in
the activities of the Regiment throughout her tenure as Colonel-in-Chief. She died on
12 January 1974, at Windlesham, United Kingdom.
~

~

~

Did You Know?
Lady (Princess) Patricia was the first
Colonel-in-Chief of the Regiment. She was
succeeded by her goddaughter Lady
Patricia, Countess Mountbatten of Burma
(Colonel-in-Chief from 15 June 1974 - 17
March 2007). The current Colonel-in-Chief
is the Right Honourable Adrienne
Clarkson (Colonel-in-Chief from 17 March
2007 - present).
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On 27 February 1919, Princess
Patricia married Commander
Alexander Ramsay at Westminster
Abbey in London. As he was
considered a “commoner”, she
voluntarily relinquished her royal
status but remained a member of the
Royal family, adopting the title Lady
Patricia Ramsay.
The wedding was eagerly
anticipated by observers across
Britain, its colonies, and the
Commonwealth Empire. Members of
the Royal family attended, including
King George V and Queen Mary.
The Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry band performed
while members of the Regiment formed the Honour Guard, assisting
the police in controlling crowds before officers attended the wedding
ceremony.
Lady Patricia Ramsay is an important figure in the history of the
PPCLI. Her dress and train are on exhibit at the PPCLI Museum
February to 30 March 2019 in honour of the 100-year anniversary of
her wedding.

Listen to Collections Manager Corporal Andrew Mullett talk
about Princess Patricia’s wedding in a segment done by CBC.
https://www.facebook.com/cbccalgary/videos/509097952828803/
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“Several women were injured
or fainted by the crowding and they
were lifted over our heads and
moved toward the ambulances.”
~ Private B. Warner
“Even the tops of old streetcars
were packed with people who
climbed on to their tops to get a
better view.”
~ Private B. Pyke
“The most enjoyable event of
B
my military career was being on the
.
Guard of Honour at the wedding of
Princess Patricia to Commander
Ramsay.
...
“I was in the last file going into
Westminster Abbey and saw the
wonderful sight at close range. The
Royal Guard of Honour, under
Major Ten Brocke, [sic] M.C.,
consisted of a hundred Patricia’s.”
~ Lance Corporal F.
J. Kendall

~

“I had the honour of being one of the hundred men chosen
for a Guard of Honour for Princess Pat’s wedding.
...
“Of this occasion a London newspaper came out with the
remark that: “It was the first time the Pats had ever had their
line broken, and it took a bunch of women to do it.”
~ Private W. A. Spear
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The dress and accessories seen
here were designed by Reville &
Rossiter of London. The ensemble
consists of three pieces: the
embroidered silk dress, “cloth-ofgold” train, and a veil of silk lace.
In 2014, special preservation care
was undertaken by LV Greyes
Partnership and EHC School of
Sewing and Design in order to
better conserve the dress in light
of its age and vulnerability to
elements such as lighting and
gravity. Nevertheless, given its
fragile state, the dress cannot be
displayed on a mannequin, and is
stored under specialized storage
conditions.
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“The veil—the gift of Lady Rhondda—had belonged to Queen
Charlotte, and is of exquisite Brussels lace” (The Illustrated London
News)
Queen Charlotte was married to King George III in 1761. The Haida
Gwaii Islands were originally named the Queen Charlotte Islands in
her honour. Due to its fragility, the veil is not on display.
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The 43 “Others”
By: James Morgan
When people think of
the army of their country,
they assume that the army is
made of those born in that
same country. It has always
been known that the makeup
of the Originals was less than
10% Canadian-born
volunteers, whereas the
majority were from the British
Isles. But what of the
remainder? Hodder-Williams
lists 43 "other" nationalities,
not nations, out of all the
Originals.
The different countries the Originals were from are listed below, as well as
those of the “43 others” who are now identified with their names, service numbers,
and places of birth:
Argentina
Australia
Barbados
British West Indies
(The Bahamas,
Barbados, British
Guiana, British
Honduras, Jamaica)
• British Guiana
• British Honduras
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Canada
Denmark
East Indies
Egypt
France
Great Britain
(England, Scotland,
Wales, Ireland,
Channel Islands, Isle
of Wight)

India
Italy
Malta
Russia
St. Kitts
Scilly
South Africa (Cape
Colony)
• USA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barfett, Richard #605 — St. Agnes, Scilly Islands
Blees, Jack #712 — Jubbuepore, India
Blackman, John #258 — Lucknow, India
Bosc, Leon #1288 — Vienna, France
Burrell, John #824 — Valletta, Malta
Campbell, John #22 — Barbados, West Indies
Candy, Gilbert #1541 — Buenos Aires, Argentina
Carr, John #NA — Thansi, India
Carter, Herbert #878 — St. George, Barbados, British West Indies
12
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Clarke, Dameral #1763 — British Guiana
Coetzee, John #759 — Capetown, South Africa
Dawson, Christopher #218 — Jhansi, India
De Volphi (Volpi) #1224 — Venice, Italy
Evans, Herbert #21 — Perth, Australia
Francis, Thomas #713 — Bangalore, India
Galbraith, William #1154 — India
Gillett, Marius #1042 — Ribe, Denmark (real name Gehlert)
Goldsworthy, Elmer #1084 — Stocton, California, USA
Hammer, Arnold #1300 — Detroit, USA
Hanley, Gerald #1003 — Worchester, Cape Colony (South Africa)
Hawley, Edward #754 — Calcutta, India
Harry, Wilbert #644 — Savanna, Illinois, US
Havelock, Fred #1086 — “At Sea” (Family appears to be US Citizens, United
States: In addition to the question of a child's citizenship, there is also a question of
how to report "Place of Birth" for children born in transit. US State Department
guidance instructs that a child born in international waters should have their place of
birth listed as "AT SEA", while those born in the territorial waters of any country
would list the name of that country.)
Heddick, Leonard #1121 — Cairo, Egypt
Holmes-a’Court, William #1636 — St. Kitts, West Indies
Iles, William #777 — Allababad, India
Johnson, Robert #1597 — Bombay, India
Keenie, Peter #1672 — South Africa
Kysh, William #868 — Mooltan, India
Leach, Douglas #856 — Cape Colony, South Africa
Minchin, Frederick — Madras, India
Morrison, Val #761 — Shellrock, Iowa, USA
Nourse, Clifford #172 — Bedford, Cape Colony
Pacarno, Nicholas #1727 — Russia
Picher, Clarence #1143 — Wausau, Wisconsin
Richardson, Tracey #865 — Belize, British Honduras
Rock, Frank #879 — St. Andrews Parish, Barbados
Roett, Michael #880 — St. Michael, Barbados, British West Indies
Trocme, Alexander #1520 — Douavener, France
Virtue, Ronald #653 — Sydney, Australia
Walker, Ernest #1634 — Australia
Wernick, Mike #1511 — Russia/Lithuania??
Wilson, Archibald #639 — Melbourne, Australia
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“Tip of the Spear” Person Highlight:
Sergeant Robert Spall, VC
Name: Robert Spall
Rank: Sergeant
Regimental Number: 475212
Service: First World War: 90th Winnipeg Rifles,
Private; PPCLI Private - Sergeant
Significance to the PPCLI: protected his platoon
during a counter-attack, during which he lost his life.
Awarded the Victoria Cross for his actions.

Profession Before WWI: Customs Broker
Honours and Awards: Victoria Cross (13 August 1918)
Born: 5 March 1890, Essex, England
Died: 30 October 1917, Passchendaele, Belgium
Interred: N/A. Name is listed on the Vimy Memorial, Pas de Calais, France
Note: Robert Spall originally enlisted with the 90th Winnipeg Rifles in July 1915. He
was later “struck off strength on transfer to PPCLI” in June 1916. Returning to the field
shortly thereafter, he was later promoted to Corporal in 1917 then Sergeant in Spring
1918. On the night of 13 August of that year, his platoon was isolated during a
counter-attack. For courageously returning fire and directing his platoon he was
posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross.
Extract from the “London Gazette”, 26 October 1918:
“[Awarded the Victoria Cross] For most conspicuous bravery and self-sacrifice
when, during an enemy counter-attack, his platoon was isolated. Thereupon
Serjt. [sic] Spall took a Lewis gun and, standing on the parapet, fired upon the
advancing enemy, inflicting very severe casualties. He then came down the
trench directing the men into a sap seventy-five yards from the enemy. Picking
up another Lewis gun, this gallant N.C.O. again climbed the parapet, and by his
fire held up the enemy. It was while holding up the enemy at this point that he
was killed. Serjt. [sic] Spall deliberately gave his life in order to extricate his
platoon from a most difficult situation, and it was owing to his bravery that the
platoon was saved."
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A Personal Perspective: A Patricia in Vietnam
By: Ms. Paula
Major Nixon spent many years serving with
3PPCLI, enlisting at age 17. He served in WWII
and fought on the shores of Normandy 1944;
served in the Korean War 1952- 1953; and served
on UN Peacekeeping missions in several countries.
Fromm 1966 – 19167, he served in Vietnam with
the ICSC.
The International Commission For
Supervision and Control (ICSC) was made up of
twelve nations. Only three nations out of the twelve
were allowed into North Vietnam. The North
Vietnamese government allowed Canada, Poland,
and India. The ICSC was in Vietnam to observe
and ensure that ceasefires between North and
South Vietnam were kept after the 1954 French
Armistice.
Major Douglas Nixon, a Canadian
International Controls Commission Officer, whose
tour of duty in Vietnam was from 1966 – 1967, did
exactly that. During his tour he saw many different
situations; some of them were good, and some of
them were too difficult for us to imagine.
Major Nixon’s feelings towards the Vietnam
War were frustration, sadness, and a sense of
helplessness. These feelings came from not being
able to stop the deaths of tens of thousands of
young soldiers and civilians on both sides of the war. He felt that the Vietnam War
was the most senseless war in history. He was frustrated that truces which would
have ceased hostilities were not being honoured.
Despite this, Major Nixon did have positive experiences during his tour. These
experiences took place while going out to the countryside and encountering the
villagers who lived in the surrounding villages in both North and South Vietnam. The
key observation he saw when he visited the villages in the North was how extremely
friendly and disciplined the villagers were. Two examples he talked about included
how the women in the villages worked from dawn to dusk while the children were
taken care of and educated by the elders. He also observed that the children were very
disciplined as well.
15
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Whenever he walked into a village he
had to have a North Vietnamese guard
Around 40,000 Canadians volunteered to
with him. There were two reasons for this:
serve in the US Army during the Vietnam
first, it made the villagers feel more at
conflict; this is in comparison to about
ease, and second the Viet Cong residing in
the village might otherwise think that he
30,000 Americans who refused duty
was an American rather than a Canadian.
(commonly known as Draft Dodgers). In
When he entered a community the men
addition, Canadian Peacekeepers were
would watch him closely and the women
deployed with the Canadian Forces after
would just smile. Once the villagers
both armistices in 1954 and 1973
realized who he was, they became more at
respectively.
ease and when they engaged with him,
they were very friendly and outgoing
around him. Major Nixon said that he always enjoyed visiting the villages in the
countryside. He said the villagers were always good hosts and every time he visited he
was always surrounded by children. The villagers he met were always willing to come
meet and to talk to him.
When he was in the South, Major Nixon did not need to have a guard with him
at all. He was able to walk into a village and the villagers would always engage with
him in conversation. He did however, have to remain vigilant of accidentally crossing
into the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army ambushes. Major Nixon and other
ICSC personnel always carried ransom money with them for situations like these.
Major Nixon also had perspectives on what Saigon (now the former capital of
South Vietnam) was like at that time. He said that during the war, Saigon was “The
Place” to go for rest and relaxation for soldiers. It was a beautiful and it was known at
that time as the “Pearl of the Orient”. However, with all its beauty, Saigon also had a
dark side; behind the beautiful scenery, there were black markets and significant
corruption, prostitution, and drug rings.
After a successful military career, Major Nixon retired and resided in Victoria,
BC, with his wife and children until he passed away 14 November 1995.
Did You Know?
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Don’t Miss These Events to Celebrate the 105th
Anniversary of PPCLI’s Founding!

Edmonton/St Albert:
7-9 August 2019 ~ PPCLI Assoc. Annual General Meeting in St
Albert (information available at http://www.ppcliassoc.ca)
8-10 August 2019 ~ Better ‘Ole, Edmonton
9 August 2019 ~ French Grey Golf Tournament (tickets
available through RHQ 780-973-4011 ext 5450)
9 August 2019 ~ 105th Gala (tickets available through RHQ 780973-4011 ext 5450)
Shilo:
10 Aug ~ Better ‘Ole
10 Aug ~ Family Day
Details will be available at www.ppcli.com and the Regiment’s
Facebook page
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Meet a Serving Soldier:
Corporal Andrew Mullett
Collections Manager
PPCLI Museum & Archives

By: J. Neven-Pugh

Museums are seen as both educational
resources and tourist attractions. While many
visitors to military museums come for the
excitement and romanticism of lives not
experienced, it can be argued that veteran
visitors come with the hope that their stories
will be represented accurately. It is this bridge
TMM Podcasts is hosted by
between comprehension and understanding
Greg Wilson, and is available
that PPCLI Museum & Archives aims to
on iTunes, Spotify, and
achieve.
themilitarymuseums.ca
It is not the mission of military museums
to convince its civilian audiences of the benefits
of war or the glory of dying young. Rather, these museums have an obligation to
teach of the costs, sacrifices, and motivations behind conflict; in this, they must
represent that which is, or was, beneficial and detrimental to the participating
nations, peoples, as well as the realities of warfare. Through strong collections
management, leadership, and detailed research projects behind the scenes, coupled
with conscientious display and tour development, the staff at the PPCLI Museum &
Archives succeed in balancing the preservation and display of artefacts with the
public’s desire for engagement and education. Running a museum which is accessible
to a diverse audience of varying interest in — and connections to — PPCLI is a fulltime job; by their exemplary work in Collections, Archives, and the Gallery, the
museum staff safeguard the history of their Regiment with discipline,
professionalism, and dedication.
To conclude, it can be argued that military museums bridge the civilian and
military demographics, developing understanding between the two in a way
Remembrance Day only has a chance to do once a year. This bridge breaks down
assumptions, and at its best helps to develop compassion for those who have served
and highlight the challenges faced within conflict zones. Military museums have the
power to create the understanding that what we enjoy here in the West is both a right
and a privilege; a privilege in part borne on the backs of those who have served and
who continue to deploy on both combat and peacekeeping across the world.
By honouring the memories of Patricias past and present, the staff at the PPCLI
Museum & Archives contribute to the construction of this bridge, the result
reminding visitors how PPCLI remains the “first in the field” and of the lessons to be
found in its history.
18
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The PPCLI Museum & Archives is always looking for highly motivated volunteers. Please
contact Jennifer Brookman, The Military Museums Volunteer Coordinator at
jennifer@themilitarymuseums.ca to join our team. If you are looking to find out more about PPCLI
and its history, please don't hesitate to contact us directly at ppcli.museumgm@gmail.com.
Thank you again for your passion and support of the PPCLI Museum & Archives, we look
forward to your visit.

Contributors:
Myrna Adamec, Sergeant Nate Blackmore, Jim Bowman, Second Lieutenant Ashley Fournier-Montalvo, James Morgan, Corporal Andrew
Mullett, J. Neven-Pugh, Ms. Paula
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On 27 February 1919, Princess Patricia
married Commander Alexander Ramsay at
Westminster Abbey in London. Her dress and
train are on exhibit at the PPCLI Museum
February to 30 March 2019 in honour of the
100-year anniversary of her wedding.
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